Bonnie Fox – gender relations in families, parenthood

Melissa Milkie – parenting culture, gender, work-family conflicts, time use

Rania Salem – marriage, paid work, family demography

[readings are listed in chronological order]
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*Family Patterns and Demographic Trends* [12]


**Social History of Families [20]**


Mintz, Steven and Susan Kellogg. 1988. Chaps. 5, 6, 9 in Domestic Revolutions: A Social History or American Family Life. NY: The Free Press.  OR


**Classic Family Studies [35]**


**Families in the Economy [28]**


Luxton, Meg and June Corman. 2001. Chaps. 2, 5, 6, 7 in *Getting By in Hard Times: Gendered Labour at Home and on the Job.* University of Toronto Press.


Cooper, Marianne. 2014. *Cut Adrift: Families in Insecure Times.* Univ. of Cal. P.

**Families and Immigration; Transnational Families [10]**


**Sexuality and Dating [11]**


**Marriage, Cohabitation [23]**


Schwartz, Christine. 2010. “Earnings Inequality and the Changing Association Between Spouses’ Earnings.” *American Journal of Sociology* 115, 5:


Schneider, Daniel. 2011. “Wealth and the Marital Divide.” *AJS* 117, 2:


**Divorce and Blended Families  [12]**


**Same-Sex Couples  [7]**


**Parenthood [34]**


Doucet, Andrea. 2006. Do Fathers Mother? Fathering, Care, and Domestic Responsibility. Univ. of Toronto P.


Housework and Childcare [4]


**Social Policy [18]**


Bezanson, Kate. 2006. *Gender, the State and Social Reproduction: Household Insecurity and Neo-Liberal Times.* Chaps. 1, 4-6. Univ. of Toronto Press.


**Violence in Families [4]**


